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Abstract
Reddit is home to a broad spectrum of political001
activity and users signal their political affilia-002
tions in multiple ways—from self-declarations003
to community participation. Commonly, polit-004
ical studies have assumed political users are005
a single bloc, both in developing models to006
infer political leaning and in studying politi-007
cal behavior. Here, test this model assump-008
tion of political users. We show that a vari-009
ety of commonly-used political-inference ap-010
proaches models do not generalize, indicating011
heterogeneous types of political users, and re-012
mains imprecise at best for most users, regard-013
less of which sources of data or methods are014
used. Across a 14-year longitudinal analysis,015
we demonstrate that the choice in definition of016
a political user has significant implications for017
behavioral analysis. Controlling for multiple018
factors, political users are more toxic on the019
platform and inter-party interactions are even020
more toxic—but not all political users behave021
this way. Last, we identify a subset of political022
users who repeatedly flip affiliations, showing023
that these users are the most controversial of024
all, acting as provocateurs by more frequently025
bringing up politics, and are more likely to be026
banned, suspended, or deleted.027

1 Introduction028

Individuals readily engage in political behavior029

online, sharing content and forming communities030

with like-minded individuals. Scholars study these031

active political communities to understand parti-032

sanship (Leong et al., 2020), polarization (Morales033

et al., 2021; Hofmann et al., 2021), and voting be-034

haviors (Gayo-Avello, 2012).035

Many studies of political behavior in social me-036

dia have the underlying assumption that political037

leanings can be reliably identified. Prior work has038

shown that partisan leaning can be inferred from a039

diverse set of behavioral characteristics such as text040

(Volkova et al., 2014), social networks (Lindamood041

et al., 2009; Barberá, 2015), and even community042

participation (An et al., 2019). Yet, inferring politi- 043

cal leaning is known to be a challenging problem 044

(Cohen and Ruths, 2013), in particular for centrist 045

or apolitical users who infrequently express polit- 046

ical beliefs. Further, inference models typically 047

used a single source of political affiliation with- 048

out examining whether this source generalizes to 049

all types of users. This methodology fails to ac- 050

count for the disparate types of political users and 051

introduces sampling bias downstream. Here, we 052

re-examine inferring political behavior for these 053

diverse groups in a unified setting to understand 054

the consequences our data have on results. 055

This paper tests what effect current assumptions 056

of social media users’ political affiliations have 057

on our ability to model political users and their 058

behaviors. The first part of the paper tests how 059

different definitions of political users generalize 060

to other users’ behaviors and to inferring political 061

leaning. Using 574K political users on Reddit, we 062

show that the common definitions of a political user 063

(e.g., those making self-declarations of affiliation) 064

result in behaviorally diverse types of users. Fur- 065

ther, we demonstrate that multiple computational 066

approaches for political inference do not generalize 067

across these political users types; our results show 068

that political inference on Reddit is challenging, 069

with our best model for inference only attaining a 070

0.60 AUC score across all users. 071

The second part of the paper tests whether the 072

choice in which type of political user influences 073

the outcomes of political analyses. We show that 074

controlling for multiple factors, political users are 075

generally more toxic on the platform and that 076

cross-affiliation interactions are even more toxic— 077

with liberal-to-conservative interactions being most 078

toxic. However, not all types of political users are 079

equally toxic, highlighting the importance of how 080

studies define political users. In addition, we iden- 081

tify a small set of users who near-simultaneously 082

declare differing political affiliations. These users 083
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act provocateurs and have substantially more con-084

troversial comments—with the most active even-085

tually becoming banned. Together, our study has086

substantial implications for future work on politi-087

cal behavior on Reddit and highlights the need to088

account for different types of political users.089

2 Political Affiliation Online090

Online communities are active spaces for political091

discussions and cross-community engagement. Re-092

searchers have examined how these political spaces,093

and the users therein, influence real-life politics094

(Zhuravskaya et al., 2020), forecast future political095

outcomes, (Swamy et al., 2017), increase political096

engagement offline (Lane et al., 2017) and even097

polarize opinions (Settle, 2018). Such research de-098

pends on knowing the political affiliation of users.099

People online may express their political affil-100

iations explicitly or implicitly, and not all users101

reveal their affiliations (Haq et al., 2020). This lack102

of data potentially limits large studies of political103

engagement. As a result, substantial work has fo-104

cused on inferring affiliation to increase the data105

representativeness (e.g., Rao et al., 2010; Al Zamal106

et al., 2012; Gentzkow et al., 2016; Preoţiuc-Pietro107

et al., 2017; Tatman et al., 2017). However, politi-108

cal inference is known to be challenging, and prior109

work has shown methods often fail to generalize to110

users outside the narrow range of political orienta-111

tion on which they were trained (Cohen and Ruths,112

2013). Moreover, the majority of work uses only113

a single source of ground truth—when multiple114

are available—without testing the implications of115

which type of user makes the political declaration,116

and whether those users are representative at large.117

This study tests this underlying assumption of gen-118

eralizability of how political users are defined and119

what effect this has on affiliation inference and120

behavioral studies of political users.121

3 Identifying Political Affiliation122

Individuals signal their political beliefs in multi-123

ple ways from self-declarations to participation in124

partisan communities. These different sources of125

information offer complementary ways of recog-126

nizing beliefs—and defining who exactly is a “po-127

litical user.” Prior works have varied significantly128

in which of these signals they use (e.g., Beller et al.,129

2014; Shen and Rose). Following, we define po-130

litical affiliation and describe different sources of131

political identification.132

Defining Political Affiliation Political affiliation 133

is a complex description based on a person’s val- 134

ues and special interests (Conover and Feldman, 135

1984). Multiple studies have attempted to sim- 136

plify affiliation to a single dimension (Poole and 137

Rosenthal, 1985; Clinton et al., 2004; Shor and 138

McCarty, 2011), with the most common being a 139

continuous ideal point value along a conservative- 140

liberal spectrum. Prior work has largely adopted 141

binary affiliation labels (e.g., An et al., 2019; Shen 142

and Rose), though some work has attempted to in- 143

fer continuous values (Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2017). 144

Due to the sparsity of information and the need to 145

support non-American affiliations, we adopt binary 146

conservative and liberal labels. 147

Metadata Affiliations (Flair) Multiple Reddit 148

communities allow users to have a piece of flair dis- 149

played with their username (Tigunova et al., 2020; 150

He, 2021); several political communities follow 151

this practice, allowing us to extract precise affilia- 152

tions for users based on their self-declared identity. 153

For example, a user posting in the r/Conservative 154

subreddit may select a “Reagan Republican” or 155

“Trump Supporter” flair, both indicating a conser- 156

vative political leaning. In total, we used 70 known 157

flairs and iterated through the 169 months of com- 158

ments and posts which resulted in 16,451 unique 159

users with a political flair. 160

Self-declarations In conversation, individuals will 161

sometimes make self-declarations about their iden- 162

tity (Bergsma and Van Durme, 2013; Beller et al., 163

2014). Therefore, we capture politically-related 164

self-declarations using a limited set of regular ex- 165

pressions; for example, a user who commented “I 166

only vote Republican” would be labeled as a con- 167

servative. Matched comments were further filtered 168

to remove posts from known bots, quotations and 169

hypothetical statements, and statements indicating 170

a past affiliation that does not imply a present one. 171

Appendix §A.1 describes the regular expressions 172

and filtering. 173

To verify the accuracy of the extracted labels, 174

three annotators labeled a sample of 100 instances, 175

labeling users as liberal, conservative, ambiguous, 176

or neither. Annotators attained a Krippendorf’s 177

α=0.82; this agreement is substantially higher than 178

seen for annotating general user statements (cf. 179

Shen and Rose) because the text focuses on po- 180

litical self-declarations. Among 31 pairs of dis- 181

agreeing annotations from three annotators, 29 of 182

them have at least one annotator labeling it as can’t 183
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Dataset Conservatives Liberals Total
Flair 12,185 4,266 16,451
Self-declaration 12,542 17,961 30,503
Community data 343,773 183,102 526,875

Table 1: Dataset sizes based on source of ground truth

tell or neither — suggesting most disagreements184

were due to vagueness in the comment.185

Community Participation Reddit has multiple186

communities associated with political ideologies187

(Weninger et al., 2013; Soliman et al., 2019). Par-188

ticipating in these communities can thus serve as189

an implicit signal of affiliation. For example, if a190

user frequently posts in r/Conservative, they191

can be assigned as a conservative user. Prior work192

has used participation in these communities as a193

proxy for affiliation (e.g., An et al., 2019; Shen and194

Rose). We intentionally exclude (i) quasi-political195

communities such as r/the_donald, which though196

affiliated, attracts a broader set of users, and (ii)197

political communities with mixed affiliations to198

maximize the precision of the ground truth. Some199

users participate in multiple communities across200

the political spectrum; we exclude these from the201

dataset. Using a list of 24 political communities202

(see Appendix Table 5), we identify 343,773 con-203

servative and 183,102 liberal users.204

Data Summary The dataset is collected from Red-205

dit and consists of all English comments and posts206

from December 2005 until December 2019. We207

identified 573,829 political affiliations as seen in208

Table 1. The community labels are the largest209

source of affiliation, providing ∼17x more data210

than self-declarations from the comments. These211

datasets show two important trends. First, sur-212

prisingly, few users had more than one source of213

affiliation, shown in Table 2; a little under half214

the users who self-declare (44%) or have user215

flair (46%) also actively participate in politically-216

affiliated communities. This difference suggests217

these sources of ground truth are relatively distinct.218

Second, the datasets differ in their skew towards219

one affiliation, with flair- and community-based220

affiliations heavily skewed towards conservative221

users. Given Reddit’s reputation for having a lib-222

eral bias (Vogels et al., 2021), this skew has an223

important implication on downstream studies of224

these users alone. Our results suggest that con-225

servative users are more likely to be more active226

in overtly partisan communities and identify their227

politics more clearly than liberal users.228

Source Two

So
ur

ce
O

ne Flair Self-Declaration Community
Flair - 0.014 0.025

Self-Declaration 0.461 - 0.063
Community 0.443 0.034 -

Table 2: Overlap in the percent of users in Source One
users who are in Source Two

flair self-declaration community
source

2.0

2.2

2.4

2.6

2.8

en
tro

py

politics
Conservative
Liberal

Figure 1: Subreddit entropy by data source and politics,
showing community partisans have the least-diverse be-
havior. The dashed line shows the mean entropy of non-
political users.

4 Characterizing Political Behavior 229

Do users who declare their political beliefs in dif- 230

ferent ways also behave differently? Here, we test 231

for behavioral differences between user categories. 232

Behavior By Data Source We analyzed general 233

behavioral differences between political users and 234

non-political users using a random sample of 10K 235

users from each category and 10K non-political 236

users. For each category, we measure (i) how old 237

their accounts are as the time between first and last 238

comment and (ii) diversity in community participa- 239

tion as entropy over subreddits. 240

Substantial variation was seen between the 241

groups. Users with no declared affiliation had ac- 242

counts nearly twice as old (µ=94 months) as po- 243

litical users (µ=46), and for every political data 244

source, conservatives have a shorter lifespan of ac- 245

tivity. The median longevity for conservative users 246

is a full year less than their liberal counterparts. 247

Conservatives in the flair dataset have the shortest 248

overall lifespan with a median of 31 months. As 249

Reddit’s user base has grown substantially since 250

its beginning—particularly with an influx of po- 251

litical users around the 2016 U.S. election—our 252

results point to the need to recognize political and 253

non-political users as heterogeneous groups. 254

Political users varied in how widely they com- 255
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Figure 2: A t-SNE embedding of a sample of politi-
cal Reddit users according to their commenting behav-
ior reveals partisan clusters mixed by source as well as
single-source clusters, indicating heterogeneous types
of political users.

ment across communities, with users who self-256

declare and those with flairs participating in more257

communities on average. Figure 1 shows the mean258

entropy for user type, revealing users in two groups259

participate more broadly than those whose affilia-260

tion is derived from participating in partisan com-261

munities (p<0.01). The entropy is calculated from262

the probability that user uj posts or comments in263

a subreddit si ∈ Suj across all of their activities:264

−
∑

si∈Suj
(p(si) ∗ log(p(si))). High entropy indi-265

cates the user visits many communities with equal266

frequency; low entropy indicates that they visit a267

few communities more often. We average these268

per-user entropies across all users in a data source.269

Political discussion on Reddit is known to be com-270

mon outside of political subreddits (Rajadesingan271

et al., 2021) and our work suggests that this behav-272

ior is driven by certain types of political users.273

Conservatives vs Liberals Conservatives and lib-274

erals are known to operate in different bubbles275

online (Adamic and Glance, 2005; Bakshy et al.,276

2015). Here, we test whether the different groups277

within an affiliation have separate bubbles them-278

selves. Political users are represented by their com-279

menting frequencies across subreddits. PCA is280

applied to identify latent variations in where users281

are active (see Appendix C.1. Figure 2 shows the282

t-SNE projection of these political users colored by283

affiliation with shapes for each user type; closeness284

in this plot indicates users are active in the same285

communities. This projection shows three trends. 286

First, as expected, some conservative and liberal 287

users participate in bubble-like spaces with users 288

of primarily one affiliation. Second, surprisingly, 289

some clusters exhibit strongly-mixed affiliation, in- 290

dicating that Reddit is not entirely polarized and 291

some users do regularly interact across affiliations. 292

Third, some politically affiliated clusters are primar- 293

ily made of one user type (see Appendix Figure 7 294

for this plot with points colored by type). This re- 295

sult suggests that several micro-bubbles exist where 296

users may not interact with others of their affilia- 297

tion. As a result, computational studies using only 298

one source of data may incorrectly estimate how 299

information spreads between users or the norms of 300

political users in a community. 301

5 Inferring Political Affiliation 302

Multiple methods have been proposed for infer- 303

ring political affiliation. However, these methods 304

have typically used only a single source of informa- 305

tion as ground truth (e.g., community membership). 306

Given the behavioral differences between observed 307

users from different sources of information, we 308

test how well a broad set of approaches identifies 309

political affiliation and to what degree does an ap- 310

proach and source of ground truth generalize to 311

inferring the affiliation for other types of users. Ad- 312

ditional details on the hyperparameter settings for 313

each model are detailed in Appendix §C. 314

Username Classifier Usernames can reveal as- 315

pects of identity (Wood-Doughty et al., 2018; Wang 316

and Jurgens, 2018), e.g., Hillary4Prez reveals 317

a liberal leaning. To predict affiliation from names, 318

we follow Wang and Jurgens (2018) and train a 319

bidirectional character-based LSTM. 320

Text Classifier Some topics are politically oriented 321

and can potentially reveal a user’s leaning, e.g., dis- 322

cussing interests in gun rights. To infer affiliation 323

from such statements, we train a RoBERTa (Liu 324

et al., 2019b) model over comments made from 325

each user, excluding any statements they make 326

that explicitly self-identify their affiliation. The 327

model predicts each comment, and we aggregate 328

the model outputs by taking the mean of predic- 329

tions of selected comments associated with a user 330

as the final label. 331

Behavioral Classifier User behavior can be a 332

strong indicator of affiliation as individuals partici- 333

pate in political or politically adjacent communities 334

(e.g., environmentalism). Prior work has shown 335
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Username Text-based Behavioral
Training Flair Self-Decl. Comm. All Flair Self-Decl. Comm. All Flair Self-Decl. Comm. All

Flair 52.06 39.93 61.11 49.47 70.76 60.63 55.08 55.46 58.10 50.51 54.52 54.30
Self-Declaration 50.45 43.55 66.67 46.58 61.20 61.06 54.87 55.70 48.66 52.54 60.76 59.61

Community 47.23 51.88 40.74 45.79 67.08 60.68 60.34 60.43 50.58 47.35 50.83 50.52

Table 3: Classifier performances (AUC) at predicting user political affiliation relative which dataset a model is
trained (row) and tested on (column). The best performing system (method + data) on each test set is bolded.

that modeling user engagement across subreddits336

using community2vec (Martin, 2017) can identify337

subreddit-specific affiliations (Waller and Ander-338

son, 2020). This process is analogous to training a339

word2vec model with separate user u and subreddit340

s embeddings which learn parameters to maximize341

σ(ui · sj)=1 if the user participates in the subred-342

dit or 0 if not. We extend this approach to use343

semi-supervised training in a multi-task setup: the344

traditional user2community model is retained and345

a separate linear layer is used to predict political346

affiliation from the user embedding if that user’s347

affiliation is known. This semi-supervised setup348

provides structure to the user embeddings, ideally349

infusing all users with information on their affil-350

iation based on subreddit commenting behavior.351

Unlike the text-based classifier, the behavioral one352

captures user engagement in politically-affiliated353

communities, even if the user never explicitly de-354

clares their affiliation in comments.355

5.1 Experimental Setup356

All users with a political affiliation were merged357

into one set and then randomly divided the dataset358

into train (80%), development (10%), and test359

(10%) sets. For every classifier, we trained a model360

on users from each data source and then evaluated361

users from each source.362

For the text classifier, we select at most 20 com-363

ments (chosen randomly) for each user. To train364

the behavior model, we generate a bipartite net-365

work between users and subreddits weighted by366

how often a user posts in a subreddit. The network367

was restricted to the top 1000 subreddits and users368

were required to have a minimum of 10 posts, fol-369

lowing Waller and Anderson (2020). We randomly370

sampled non-political users (5x political users) and371

introduced their subreddit frequencies into the bi-372

partite network (Appendix §C).373

5.2 Results374

Classifier performance, shown in Table 3, reveals375

stark contrasts in generalizability between the dif-376

ferent data sources—with no model performing377

highly accurately (F1 scores shown in Appendix 378

Table 7). In general, text-based classifiers perform 379

better than classifiers inferring affiliation from a 380

username or where a user comments. When gen- 381

eralizing to all data, username models performed 382

worse than random, suggesting this approach is 383

unsuitable for generalizing to the broader popula- 384

tion. In most cases, models perform best on users 385

whose affiliation was determined in the same way 386

as training users (e.g., train and test on flair users). 387

Could models still be effective if limited to 388

their high-confidence predictions? We plotted the 389

precision-recall curve of each classifier across all 390

user types, shown in Appendix Figure 13, which re- 391

veals models’ precisions are moderate at best, with 392

no model offering substantially higher precision at 393

the expense of recall. Model predictions were mod- 394

erately correlated with each other (mean Pearson’s 395

r=0.36), indicating they capture complementary 396

information about a user. 397

The relatively low performance of the text-based 398

classifier aligns with recent insights from Shen and 399

Rose which found annotators have a hard time per- 400

ceiving ideology from text alone. Our work of- 401

fers complementary insight with Cohen and Ruths 402

(2013), who found political inference in Twitter is 403

easy for sharply partisan users but challenging for 404

moderates and apolitical users; our results show 405

that even for openly political users, models typi- 406

cally perform poorly, though mostly above chance. 407

6 Political Interactions and Engagement 408

Political discussions are known to be heated (Iyen- 409

gar et al., 2019) and online discussions of political 410

topics are more uncivil and aggressive than non- 411

political topics (Coe et al., 2014; Barnidge, 2017). 412

In part, political topics have become increasingly 413

moralized (Finkel et al., 2020), where discussions 414

are more connected to a person’s identity. Here, we 415

examine the interactions between political users to 416

probe the mechanisms behind this toxicity. Reddit 417

allows communities to discuss political topics with 418

like-minded individuals, but also allows common 419

spaces for both political and non-political topics 420
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for all (Rajadesingan et al., 2021). As a result, we421

test whether these discussions become more uncivil422

due to political persons or the topic itself. Further,423

given the clear differences seen between our groups424

of political users, we test whether these users be-425

have differently to test for potential confounds from426

only studying one group.427

6.1 Experimental Setup428

To test for affiliation-based hostility, we construct429

a mixed-effect linear regression model to estimate430

the toxicity of a reply to a comment. We include431

a random effect for the subreddit in which a dis-432

cussion takes place, which controls for the relative433

levels of toxicity in different subreddits (Rajadesin-434

gan et al., 2020). Categorical variables are used435

for the political affiliation of the parent comment’s436

user and the replying user, setting the reference437

to Unknown for all users without ground truth.438

We include fixed effects for which type of source439

is used to determine the political affiliation as a440

way of estimating whether these sources reflect441

different groups of users with distinct behaviors.442

Comments by flair-based users provide an explicit443

signal of affiliation that may attract more hostility;444

therefore we include a fixed effect for whether the445

parent comment’s user’s political affiliation is visi-446

ble in the subreddit. We add a factor for whether447

the discussion is in one of 187 political subreddits448

(Appendix §E) to test whether discussions around449

political topics are more contentious, which cover450

news, regions, ideologies, politicians, and activism.451

Finally, as toxic conversations may lead to more452

toxicity, we include a linear factor for the parent453

comment’s toxicity.454

We select comments where at least one of the455

comment’s user and replying user appears in all456

political users we identified from all comments457

in our dataset. We also sample some interaction458

comments from non-political users to non-political459

users (Unknown to Unknown). In this way, we460

collected 6,099,866 interaction comments.461

Toxicity is defined as messages which include in-462

sults, threats, or containing profane language (Wul-463

czyn et al., 2017). We follow the approach of pre-464

vious work studying political toxicity on Reddit465

(Rajadesingan et al., 2020) for our regression set-466

tings. To measure toxicity, we fine-tune a BERT467

(Devlin et al., 2019) model on the Offensive Lan-468

guage Identification Dataset (Zampieri et al., 2019)469

This dataset collects comments from Twitter, which470

0.00 0.01 0.02
Coefficient

ToLiberal
ToConservative

Community
Flair

Self-declaration
FlairVisibility

PoliticalSubreddit
LiberalToLiberal

ConservativeToLiberal
LiberalToConservative

ConservativeToConservative

***
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***
***

***
***
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Figure 3: Significant regression coefficients for explain-
ing the toxicity of a reply relative to the political affili-
ation of the users. Full coefficients are in Table 8.

are shorter on average but are similar in style and 471

register. Our toxicity model follows the setup of 472

the top-performing SemEval system on the same 473

data (Liu et al., 2019a) and attained an F1 of 82.3, 474

which is close to their reported F1 of 82.9. We 475

validate the toxicity scores on the Reddit data by 476

evaluating the model on 150 manually annotated 477

comments, which resulted in a 0.88 weighted-F1, 478

indicating the model generalizes to toxicity on Red- 479

dit. The model assigns each comment a toxicity 480

score between 0 and 1. 481

6.2 Results 482

Regressing on the factors contributing to toxicity 483

in replies shows three main findings (Figure 3; 484

full regression in Appendix Table 8). First, con- 485

sistent with prior work, we find that controlling 486

for subreddit-specific levels of toxicity, discussion 487

in political communities is much more toxic, sug- 488

gesting that these topics are a primary source of 489

increased hostility. 490

Second, we find substantial affiliation-based tox- 491

icity, with increased toxicity particularly for in- 492

teractions between cross-affiliation users. While 493

conservative users receive more toxic replies, such 494

users are more toxic when replying to liberal users 495

than liberal-to-conservative replies. Surprisingly, 496

this increased toxicity is not due to an explicit flair 497

signal; when wheres are commenting in a com- 498

munity where the flair is visible—which can in- 499

clude mixed-affiliation subreddits—users receive 500

less toxic replies. 501

Third, our results point to clear behavioral dif- 502

ferences between the three different sets of users. 503

Across all of Reddit, individuals who actively par- 504

ticipate in politically affiliated subreddits for one 505
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Figure 4: Temporal frequencies of two-faced actors
declaring different political affiliations within a 90-day
window. Large number of two-faced actors showed up
in Reddit around the 2016 U.S. presidential election.

party are substantially more toxic in their interac-506

tions; in contrast, those who participate in flair-507

based communities or who have declared their af-508

filiation in a comment (but do not participate in509

political communities or have flair) are much less510

toxic. Our result points to the importance of explic-511

itly recognizing and modeling differences of how512

users self-affiliate, as these choices have significant513

downstream implications for behavioral studies.514

7 Two-Faced Actors515

Our data identified a small percent of political users516

who declare different political affiliations within517

a short period. Given the rise in trolls and other518

malicious actors on social media (Zannettou et al.,519

2019; Im et al., 2020), we ask whether these users,520

who we refer to as two-faced actors, behave differ-521

ently than other types of political users.522

Experimental Step To identify two-faced actors,523

we analyze explicit political declarations made in524

the flair and self-declarations user sets. Users are525

filtered to identify those that declare different affili-526

ations within a 90 day period.A total of 5,524 users527

match these criteria in our data, which we refer to528

as two-faced actors. The total number of two-faced529

actors under different time constraints can be seen530

in Appendix Figure 11.531

Analysis Two-faced actors are substantially more532

active than regular political users and comment533

266 times per month, compared to a baseline of 82.534

These users are late arrivals to Reddit’s political535

sphere and only begin showing up after the Novem-536

ber 2016 US presidential election (Figure 4). Their537

comments are frequently judged more controversial538

(Figure 5), as measured by Reddit’s controversial539

controversiality

Two Faced Users

Flair Conservative

Flair Liberal

Self Declared Conservative

Self Declared Liberal

Community Conservative

Community Liberal

Non-Political

so
ur

ce

Figure 5: Reddit controversial score by cohort. Two
faced actors are far more controversial

score which measures the split between upvotes 540

and downvotes. Two-faced actors’ average contro- 541

versial score is 3.4 times higher than the average 542

political user and nearly 10 times higher than non- 543

political users. 544

To better understand where two-faced actors are 545

active, we plot their commenting behavior by sub- 546

reddit relative normal political, calculating the log- 547

odds with a Dirichlet prior for the two groups (Mon- 548

roe et al., 2008), shown in Figure 6. Two-faced ac- 549

tors frequently participate in more contentious sub- 550

reddits such as r/the_donald, r/ChapoTrapHouse, 551

r/Gamingcirclejerk, and r/genderskeptical; these 552

subreddits cross the political divide and some have 553

been later quarantined by Reddit for being sources 554

of trollish or abusive behavior (Copland, 2020). 555

This behavior suggests that two-faced users are 556

likely not acting in good faith and are behaving as 557

provocateurs on Reddit. This argument is supposed 558

by the fact that 28.92% of their accounts have been 559

either suspended or deleted. In contrast, for other 560

political users studied in §8 had only 17.52% of 561

their accounts suspended or deleted. This study 562

shows that researchers should be aware of the two- 563

faced users when analyzing the political behaviors 564

of users online, as these users form a distinct group 565

that may bias downstream analyses. 566

8 Changing Political Beliefs 567

In American politics, political beliefs have shifted 568

closer to closer-held ideological beliefs (Finkel 569

et al., 2020). However, some individuals do change 570

affiliation. Are users of one type more likely to 571

switch parties? Here, we test whether affiliation 572

changes can be predicted from prior behavior. 573

Analysis To identify changing behavior, we use a 574

time constraint that requires the change in politi- 575

cal affiliation to occur at least one year following 576

the user’s original political declaration. A total 577

of 2,076 affiliation-changing users were identified 578
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Figure 6: Log odds of subreddits. The upper part is for
two-faced actors and the other side is for normal par-
tisan users. Contentious subreddits like r/The_Donald,
r/ChapoTrapHouse appear on the two-faced actor side.

through this process. The changing of affiliation579

was split roughly evenly, with 56% of flips going580

from conservative to liberal, and 44% going from581

liberal to conservative. Flips are not unique to one582

type of user, but users do differ in their probability583

of flipping, with self-declared and flair users being584

an order of magnitude more likely to flip (2.8%585

and 1.6%, relatively) than community-based-users586

(0.2%). For users who change affiliations, only587

17.5% of their accounts have been suspended or588

deleted, which is significantly lower than the two-589

faced actor rate and lower than the mean rate for590

non-political user (21.0%), suggesting these affilia-591

tion changes are likely done in good faith.592

Experimental Setup To control for confounds593

from behavioral differences, we created our dataset594

using coarsened matching to pair users who change595

their affiliations with political users who do not.596

Two users are paired by having the same initial pol-597

itics, closest comment count, and activity lifespan.598

For each matched pair of users, we collect six599

months of features prior to the change of politi-600

cal affiliation. The feature set includes the data601

source of the users, their original political decla-602

rations, and participation in popular and political603

subreddits. A complete list of the model features604

can be found in Appendix §C.3. We train a Lo-605

gistic Regression model to predict whether a user606

will change their political affiliation. We evaluate607

separate models for conservatives who became lib-608

erals, liberals who become conservatives, and a609

combined affiliation-independent model to analyze 610

components of change regardless of party. 611

Results Our results indicate that models can 612

predict changing political affiliation, with the 613

affiliation-independent model attaining an F1 of 614

64.8, relative to the random baseline of 0.5. Sur- 615

prisingly, party-specific models had lower per- 616

formance; The model predicting conservative’s 617

change of affiliations resulted in a Macro F1 score 618

of 45.35—worse than random; similarly, the model 619

predicting liberal’s changes of affiliations had an 620

F1 score of 48.05. The higher performance of 621

the affiliation-independent model suggests the exis- 622

tence of common signals for intent to change one’s 623

political beliefs, independent of party. 624

Are some types of users less predictable? Sep- 625

arating test results by user type shows the model 626

has substantially higher performance at predicting 627

flips for self-declaration users (77.6 Macro F1) in 628

comparison to flair users (68.9 Macro F1) and com- 629

munity users (57.3 Macro F1). Together with the 630

differences in relative rates of users changing af- 631

filiations, our results again point to fundamental 632

differences in behavior for each group of users and, 633

again, the importance of modeling this diversity. 634

9 Conclusion 635

Social media is rife with political activity and re- 636

search on these political spaces depends on accu- 637

rate measurement of political users. We examine 638

political users on Reddit and show that the choice 639

in how political users are defined—the evidence 640

used to establish ground truth—has substantial con- 641

sequences for downstream models and analyses. In 642

particular, user groups from different definitions 643

behave differently (§4 and §6) and models trained 644

on one type of user do not necessarily generalize 645

to other groups (§3). In three studies of political 646

users, we show that (i) political users themselves 647

drive hostility on the platform—with conservative 648

users being the recipients of more toxicity, (ii) a 649

small-but-very-active group of provocateurs simul- 650

taneously declare different affiliations and are a 651

notable source of toxicity and controversiality on 652

the platform, and (iii) changing political affiliation 653

can be predicted, but performance varies consid- 654

erably by user type. Across all three studies, we 655

show that the type of political user matters, with 656

different types having substantially different behav- 657

ior. Models, data, and code for this study will be 658

released as anonymized. 659
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10 Ethical Considerations660

The models in §5 make inferences about the po-661

litical affiliations of users. Given the increasing662

importance of political identity in American soci-663

ety (Finkel et al., 2020) and inter-party hostility664

(Miller and Conover, 2015), these models could665

come with some risk if a user is mislabeled with666

an affiliation they do not have, e.g., a public mis-667

labeled political identity could cause a user to be668

socially ostracized for their supposed political be-669

liefs. However, as we demonstrate, these inference670

models offer moderate performance at best and are671

not likely to be reliable in practice. As a result,672

we hope our models discourage future use of such673

inference on Reddit, mitigating the potential risk.674

Annotators were a part of the study team and675

were not additionally compensated for their anno-676

tations.677
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A Indentifying Political Affiliation956

A.1 Self-declaration957

Table 4 shows the regular expressions we use to958

find out political users and corresponding examples.959

To find self-declaration users, we pick users in any960

comment or post whose text has a substring that961

will match with these regular expressions.962

A.2 Community users963

Table 5 shows the 24 community subreddits we964

used to find community political users. Users who965

post in communities in this list but which have966

different political labels are excluded.967

B Characterizing Political Behavior968

Figure 7 is the t-SNE plot of the same set of users as969

Figure 2 where we use different colors to separate970

data sources and shapes to separate politics. Com-971

paring Figure 2 and Figure 7 plot shows how some972

users have highly similar behavior but declare their973

political affiliations in different ways, while other974

users, particularly those that self-declare, form dis-975

tinct source-homogeneous clusters indicating they976

do not participate in communities where they en-977

counter others of their own party but who declare978

in different ways.979

C Additional Training Details980

C.1 t-SNE training981

For the details of t-SNE plots shown in Figure 2 and982

Figure 7, we calculate a matrix of 101,959 users983

by commenting frequencies in across the 359,432984

subreddits they comment in. We then decompose985

the matrix into 20 dimensions by standard PCA. We986

only include users that comment at least 5 times.987
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Figure 7: The t-SNE plot of a sample of political Red-
dit users accord to their commenting behavior (which
subreddits they are active in), using colors to separate
data source and shapes to separate politics (cf. with
Main Paper Figure 2, which shows the same layout but
colored by politics).

Then we trained it on t-SNE to 2-dimensions. The 988

perplexity is 60 and the verbose is 4. 989

C.2 Political Affiliation Classifiers 990

For the username classifier, the embedding dimen- 991

sion of the bi-LSTM is 15. The hidden dimension 992

is 256. The number of layer is 2. The dropout 993

rate is 0.2. For the text-based classifier, we use the 994

original setting of Roberta model with pre-trained 995

parameters. For the behavioral classifier, the em- 996

bedding dimension is 50. The dropout is 0.5 ap- 997

plied before the political layer. Table 6 shows other 998

hyper parameters of our classifiers. 999

Regular Expression Example

(i am | i’m) a (democrat | liberal) i am a liberal and i don’t think that the government is
more trustworthy

i vote[d]?( for | for a)? (democrat | hillary | biden |
obama | blue)

i voted for hillary on the hopes that trump’s rhetoric
hadn’t fooled that many of my fellow americans.

(i am | i’m) a (conservative | republican) i am a republican, and i do think climate change is a
real thing

i vote[d]?(for | for a)? (republican | conservative |
trump | romney | mcconell)

i voted for trump for his stance on immigration and
economy.

Table 4: Regular expressions we used to find self-declaration users and their corresponding examples.
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Subreddit Political Label

r/alltheleft Liberal
r/Capitalism Conservative
r/Conservative Conservative
r/conservatives Conservative
r/demsocialist Liberal
r/democrats Liberal
r/GreenParty Liberal
r/Liberal Liberal
r/Libertarian Conservative
r/LibertarianLeft Liberal
r/LibertarianSocialism Liberal
r/Marxism Liberal
r/neoprogs Liberal
r/new_right Conservative
r/progressive Liberal
r/Republican Conservative
r/republicanism Conservative
r/republicans Conservative
r/socialdemocracy Liberal
r/socialism Liberal
r/tea_party Conservative
r/occupywallstreet Liberal
r/hillaryclinton Liberal

Table 5: 24 community subreddits used to find commu-
nity political users

C.3 Changing Political Beliefs1000

For the feature of logistic regression, we select the1001

number of comments a user have in the top 1001002

most frequent subreddits and 24 political subred-1003

dits shown in Table 5. Besides that, we include a1004

user’s Reddit-specific feature including controver-1005

siality, awards, score, gilded. For the related counts1006

of users, we include morning, afternoon, evening1007

post count and total comments count. We also in-1008

clude the account age (in months) and source of1009

a user (how they were defined as political). We1010

randomly split the users into training (80%) and1011

test (20%) sets with fixed random seed (42) across1012

all experiments; no hyperparameter tuning was per-1013

formed.1014

D Inferring Political Affiliation1015

Are different political inference models capturing1016

the same information or complementary informa-1017

tion? To test this, we examine the correlations1018

in predictions between classifiers. Figure 8 is a1019
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Figure 8: A bi-variate plot of predictions on flair users
from two text-based models. One is trained by self-
declaration users and the other is trained by community
users.

bi-variate plot of predictions on self-declaration 1020

users from two text-based models. One is trained 1021

by self-declaration and the other is trained by flair 1022

users. The diagonal shaped figure showed that our 1023

text-based models are able to transfer across dif- 1024

ferent sources in some level. Figure 9 is a similar 1025

plot while the training sources are self-declaration 1026

and flair users and the evaluation targets are self- 1027

declaration users. Figure 10 is a similar plot while 1028

the training sources are self-declaration and flair 1029

users and the evaluation targets are all users. Fu- 1030

ture work may try to leverage these complementary 1031

sources to improve overall prediction accuracy. 1032

Table 7 is the Macro-F1 performance of each 1033

classifiers. Figure 13 is the precision-recall curve 1034

of each classifier across all user types. 1035

E Political Interactions and Engagement 1036

The full list of 187 political subreddits was obtained 1037

from the curated list at https://www.reddit. 1038

com/r/redditlists/comments/josdr/ 1039

list_of_political_subreddits/. 1040

Table 8 is an overall summary of the regression 1041

coefficients of variables at predicting toxicity in a 1042

reply to a user. 1043

The final regression predictors include: 1044

• FromPolitics: The political affiliation of the 1045

replying user of a comment. It can be ‘Liberal’ 1046
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hyper-parameters
Classifier epoch optimizer learning rate loss function batch size

Username 10 Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) 1e-3 BCE 128
Text-based 10 Adam 1e-5 Cross entropy 64
Behavioral 10 Adam 1e-4 BCE 512

Table 6: Username classifier performance (Macro-F1) at predicting user political affiliation relative which dataset
the model is trained and tested on.

Username Text-based Behavioral
Training Flair Self-Decl. Comm. All Flair Self-Decl. Comm. All Flair Self-Decl. Comm. All

Flair 42.73 29.21 25.14 36.91 59.70 57.83 50.02 51.07 56.26 51.84 51.85 52.01
Self-Declaration 31.91 37.41 41.17 34.71 57.19 54.65 53.41 53.89 48.94 51.84 56.80 56.08

Community 20.25 37.05 39.96 29.38 51.02 55.62 48.62 49.43 48.30 45.39 50.87 50.30
Majority Class 42.60 38.08 39.69 39.14 42.60 38.08 39.69 39.14 42.60 38.08 39.69 39.14

Random 47.01 49.18 48.69 48.97 47.01 49.18 48.69 48.97 47.01 49.18 48.69 48.97

Table 7: Classifier performances (Macro-F1) at predicting user political affiliation relative which dataset a model
is trained (row) and tested on (column). The best performing system (method + data) on each test set is bolded.
Note that the random and majority baselines are the same across all classifiers.
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Figure 9: A bi-variate plot of predictions on self-
declaration users from two text-based models. One is
trained by self-declaration and the other is trained by
flair users.

or ’Conservative’.1047

• ToPolitics: The political affiliation of the par-1048

ent user of a comment. It can be ‘Liberal’ or1049

’Conservative’.1050

• source: The source dataset of the replying1051

user. It can be ‘community’, ’flair’, or ‘Self-1052

declaration’.1053

• Flair Visibility: Boolean variable indicating if1054

the flair is visible to the replying user.1055

• Political Subreddit: Boolean variable indicat-1056
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Figure 10: A bi-variate plot of predictions on all users
from two text-based models. One is trained by self-
declaration and the other is trained by flair users.

ing if the comment is in a political subreddit. 1057

• Parent Toxicity: A floating number indicating 1058

the toxicity of the parent comment. 1059

• FromPolitics:ToPolitics: Composition affilia- 1060

tions of the replying and parent user. 1061

F Two-Faced Actors 1062

Figure 11 shows the number of Two-Faced actors 1063

with varying time constraints between when two 1064

declarations of different political affiliations would 1065

be considered suspect. In the main paper, we opt 1066
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for the conservative estimate of 90 days under the1067

assumption that most individuals would not pub-1068

licly declare opposing political beliefs within a1069

three month period.1070
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Figure 11: Two-Faced actors count based on time con-
straint i.e. min days between flips. Dashed line repre-
sents the number of two-faced actors at 90 days.

Figure 12 shows the top 30 subreddits where1071

Two-Faced actors post and comment. The x-axis is1072

the log of the real counts.
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Figure 12: The frequency of the subreddits in which
two-faced actors post and comment (log-scaled), high-
lighting their activity in controversial subreddits.
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Dependent variable:

toxicity

C(FromPolitics)Liberal 0.000183
(0.000386)

C(FromPolitics)Conservative 0.000199
(0.000355)

C(ToPolitics)Liberal −0.000791∗

(0.000419)
C(ToPolitics)Conservative 0.001154∗∗∗

(0.000360)
C(source)community 0.005610∗∗∗

(0.000264)
C(source)flair −0.005189∗∗∗

(0.000643)
C(source)Self-declaration −0.001189∗∗∗

(0.000424)
Flair Visibility −0.006314∗∗∗

(0.001676)
Political Subreddit 0.022141∗∗∗

(0.005082)
Parent Toxicity 0.164355∗∗∗

(0.000398)
C(FromPolitics)Liberal:C(ToPolitics)Liberal 0.003064∗∗∗

(0.000959)
C(FromPolitics)Conservative:C(ToPolitics)Liberal 0.006817∗∗∗

(0.000910)
C(FromPolitics)Liberal:C(ToPolitics)Conservative 0.007690∗∗∗

(0.000860)
C(FromPolitics)Conservative:C(ToPolitics)Conservative 0.005688∗∗∗

(0.000752)
Constant 0.257223∗∗∗

(0.000861)

Observations 6,099,866
Log Likelihood −64,981.070000
Akaike Inf. Crit. 129,996.100000
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 130,227.700000

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 8: Regression coefficients for predicting the toxicity of a reply relative to political, social, and toxicity factors.
A plot of the coefficients for the significant terms is shown in Figure 3 in the main paper.
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(a) Username Classifier
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(b) Text-based Classifier
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(c) Behavioral Classifier

Figure 13: The precision-recall curve of each classifier.
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